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A s workers at Brainerd Power 
and Light injected a jolt of 
sodium fluoride into the city’s 
drinking water on February 

7, 1980, an onlooker shouted, “That’s 
not fluoride, that’s cyanide!” Brain-
erd, alone among Minnesota towns 
and cities, had fought a 10- year battle 
against a state law requiring fluorida-
tion. Now the fight seemed lost.1 

Battles to fluoridate or not to flu-
oridate had a long history, locally and 
nationally. By 1937, dental research-
ers had determined that fluoride 
had a remarkable (and mysterious) 
power to reduce cavities, especially 
in children’s teeth. Public health offi-
cials took note. Major studies using 
fluoride in public water supplies in 
Michigan and New York produced 
cavity reduction of 60 percent or 
more. By the late 1940s, water fluo-
ridation as a public health measure 
policy had begun to spread across the 
United States.2 

Fluoridation in Minnesota 
expanded in the 1950s, community by 
community. Fairmont and Red Lake 
Falls took the lead, voluntarily adding 
fluoride to their water supplies in 
early 1951. St. Paul followed in 1952. 
Minneapolis, after a five- year fight, 
came aboard in 1957. By 1960, about 
half of Minnesotans (nearly 1.2 mil-
lion) drank fluoridated water, with 67 
municipal water supplies enrolled.3 

Wisconsin became the first state 
to embrace fluoridation widely and 
without a state mandate, in the late 
1940s, but the movement hit a boul-
der in Stevens Point— like Brainerd, 
a regional center proud of its pure 
water supply. When it came to a vote 
in Stevens Point in 1952 fluoridation 
lost, 3,705–2,166. What happened 

there is what would happen in Brain-
erd, though at first it seemed the 
northern Minnesota city would be an 
early adopter. “Council Approves of 
Fluoridation Project” proclaimed the 
Brainerd Daily Dispatch on February 
5, 1952. The city council’s water and 
light committee noted, “no objections 
to fluoridation had been received.” 
But no action was taken. Two years 
passed.4

On February 1, 1954, some citizens 
of Brainerd petitioned the city council 
to hold a fluoridation referendum. 
This thrust Brainerd into a political 
pattern that would be replicated myr-
iad times around the country.5 

The early chronicler of fluori-
dation, Donald McNeil, observed in 
1957: “By 1953, the battle lines were 
drawn.” Fluoridation efforts had three 
phases: (1) earnest importuning by 
dentists, physicians, and like- minded 
people, who accepted the consensus 
view that fluoridated water was good 
for teeth and otherwise harmless; 
(2) well- organized and emotionally 

charged resistance, mostly from 
people not part of the city’s profes-
sional classes; (3) elected officials 
leading from behind.6

The people of Brainerd dutifully 
performed their roles in the drama. 
Good- government types, led in some 
measure by dentist Jack Echternacht, 
brought their pro- fluoride petition. 
Letters on both sides of the issue 
filled the pages of the Brainerd Daily 
Dispatch. “Harmless and good for 
kids!” wrote the proponents. “Poison 
and stealing our freedoms!” wrote the 
opponents. Opponents delivered a 

petition bearing 4,363 signatures (in 
a city of 12,000), and the city council 
got the message: it referred the ques-
tion to the board of the municipal 
utility provider, Brainerd Power and 

Light, “with a recommendation that 
the vote on fluoridation be postponed 
permanently.” Seven years passed.7

This small- scale struggle took 
place against a backdrop of an attack 
on the teeth of America’s children by 
the nation’s breakfast cereal indus-
try. Post’s Sugar Crisp debuted in 
1949. “Eat it like candy!” advised the 
first newspaper ads, and Americans 
complied. Sugar Crisp boosted Post’s 
share of the breakfast cereal market 
from 19 percent to 25 percent. Post 
backed that up with a sugared rice 
cereal, Krinkles, in 1950.8 

Facing: Anti-fluoridation forces took out  
this ad in the Brainerd Daily Dispatch,  
May 11, 1980.

Brainerd's leading fluoridation advocate,  
dentist Jack Echternacht.

“Harmless and good for kids!” wrote the  
proponents. “Poison and stealing our  

freedoms!” wrote the opponents.
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Kellogg’s responded with Sugar 
Pops, also in 1950. The company was 
owned by the W. H. Kellogg Founda-
tion, which was ostensibly dedicated 
to children’s well- being. But scruples 
could not compete with market share. 
Kellogg’s Frosted Flakes appeared 
in 1952, Sugar Smacks in 1953; and 
then, to make children’s breakfast 
tables even more of a candy land, 
Cocoa Krispies in 1958. Minnesota’s 
own General Mills initially held back 
due to nutritional doubts, but not 
for long: Sugar Smiles came out in 
1953, followed by Sugar Jets, Trix, and 
Cocoa Puffs, all offered by 1956 to 
America’s millions of baby boomers. 

The executives of these companies 
knew that sugar causes cavities and 
that children’s teeth were especially 
vulnerable. But never mind: profit is 
profit. Sugared cereals were followed 
by the debut of another product, fluo-
ride toothpaste. Crest, “with stannous 
fluoride,” was introduced nationally 
in early 1956. “Triumph Over Tooth 
Decay,” promised the newspaper ads. 
The logical next step, fluoridated 
cereal, almost happened: Post pro-
duced prototypes in 1950 and 1967, 
but none made it to market.9

One might call the situation gro-
tesque. Dental caries (tooth decay) is 
readily preventable at no cost— retire 
the sugar bowl, banish the Sugar Pops. 
But in the 1940s and ’50s, that was not 
the American way. Instead, the nation 
saw one industry, breakfast cereals, 
spending and reaping vast sums to 
promote tooth decay, and another, the 
toothpaste business, spending and 
reaping vast sums to fight it. Water 
fluoridation represented a third, civic 
front of the tooth wars.

In late spring 1961, fluoridation 
reappeared as a political issue in 
Brainerd. On June 5 the Brainerd 
Lions, Kiwanis, Rotary, and other 

Newspaper ad, Minneapolis Star,  
June 8, 1950.
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good- government clubs asked the 
city council to add an advisory fluo-
ridation referendum to the next city 
election. The council agreed to do so. 
This was a petition the pro- fluoride 
people would come to regret.10

As the vote neared, the Brainerd 
Daily Dispatch received a torrent of 
letters. These mostly rehashed the 
points made in 1954. By now the 
debate had been replayed dozens 
of times around the country; there 

was not much new to say. The two 
sides drew on their national net-
works of advocates, trading detailed 
assessments and defenses of epide-
miological data, much of which must 
have gone over the heads of most 
readers and voters. President Dwight 
Eisenhower’s personal physician, Dr. 
Howard Snyder, wrote to testify to 
Ike’s belief in fluoride. The antis’ lead-
ing physician, Dr. George Waldbott of 
Michigan, chipped in with assertions 

of dire consequences. Political can-
didates for Brainerd’s mayor and city 
council mostly avoided the issue.11 

The pro- fluoride position relied on 
appeals to good government, main-
stream science, and institutions of 
conventional authority, including the 
American Dental Association. Den-
tist Echternacht, Brainerd’s leading 
fluoridation advocate, pointed to the 
ever- growing pile of studies showing 
the benefits of fluoridation: effective 
reduction of cavities, especially in 
children, and lower dental bills, all 
accomplished with no effort and at 
pennies per person. It was the argu-
ment that appealed to the brain— but 
not the gut. 

The antis had the gut. They 
marshaled their own raft of studies, 
mostly disdained by mainstream 
medicine, showing that fluoride 
caused cancer, allergies, and mental 
retardation. But opposition did not 
rest on fear alone. There was resent-
ment too: resentment of elites telling 
the people of Brainerd what to do, and 
resentment of government overreach. 
Tooth decay, after all, was not a com-
municable disease like smallpox, or 
a deadly disease at all. It was mainly 
a disease of lifestyle choice. People 
in Brainerd were proud of their 
pure, unchlorinated well water. Why 
should they be forced to change what 
was seemingly perfect? 

Fear, resentment, and local pride 
were gut issues, and in referendums 
emotion often prevails over reason. 
The citizens of Brainerd went to the 
polls on December 6, 1961. The vote 
wasn’t close: 1,427 voted yes to fluo-
ridate municipal water; 2,846 voted 
no. The Daily Dispatch expressed the 
(vain) hope that the vote would settle 
the issue once and for all.12

And so it might have been but 
for a dentist from Hibbing and his 

Newspaper ad, Minneapolis Star,  
January 31, 1965.
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colleagues in the Minnesota Legisla-
ture. On February 19, 1967, Senator 
Rudolph G. Perpich— the dentist from 
Hibbing— introduced a bill to require 
every municipal water supply in the 
state to add fluoride by January 1, 
1970. This bill marched through the 
legislature without much notice or 
controversy and became law on May 
23, 1967.13

Brainerd ignores state law
Brainerdites who drank water on 
January 1, 1970, noticed no difference 
it its taste— not because fluoride in 
concentrations that the law mandated 
(one part per million) is tasteless, but 
because nothing about Brainerd’s 
water changed that day. The reaction 
of Brainerd’s elected officials to Min-
nesota Statute 145.45 was to ignore it. 

It was not that city leaders 
had forgotten about the deadline. 
Instead, on July 7, 1969, a brash 
young lawyer— Brainerd native Win-
ston Borden— appeared before the 
city council carrying a petition with 
1,800 signatures opposing fluorida-
tion. He advised city leadership not 
to worry about the state’s deadline. 
Someone is sure to challenge the 
statute in court, Borden said, and it 
will almost certainly be ruled uncon-
stitutional. Borden turned out to be 
right about the first prediction, and 
wildly, recklessly wrong about the 
second. No state supreme court in 
the country had (or ever would) rule 
against fluoridation on constitu-
tional grounds. Borden was not quite 
26 years old and had been out of law 
school for one year.14

The council had another conve-
nient justification for inaction, its 
preferred policy. Under the city char-
ter, direct authority over the water 
supply lay with the water and light 
utility. As City Attorney Dwane A. 
Larson drily pointed out at the July 
7 city council meeting, the utility 

was in no hurry to fluoridate. What 
more could a public body facing an 
unpopular decision want? At the 
same meeting it had heard the prob-
lem was going to disappear and that, 
moreover, it was somebody else’s 
responsibility. 

And so, for two more years, 
the taint of fluoride did not sully 
Brainerd’s water. Something— a let-
ter, perhaps, from the state board 
of health— occurred in early 1972, 
because on April 28 of that year 
Brainerd Power and Light installed 
the equipment necessary to imple-
ment fluoridation. But before the 
fluoride could flow, the lawyers got 
involved.

On April 25, 1972, Minnesotans 
Opposed to Forced Fluoridation 
(MOFF), a citizens group led by Irene 
Johnson, commenced a lawsuit 
against the state’s commissioner of 
public health, Warren Lawson, to 
prevent enforcement of the law. Here, 
and here only, Winston Borden proved 
to be right. The Brainerd City Council, 
again following events rather than 
leading them, voted to delay fluorida-
tion pending resolution of the case.

The lawsuit challenged the 
fluoridation statute on three 

grounds— violation of the equal pro-
tection and due process clauses of the 
US Constitution; violation of the right 
of privacy declared in the US Supreme 
Court case Griswold v. Connecticut 
(1965) and soon to be expanded in Roe 
v. Wade (1973); and Minnesota’s Envi-
ronmental Rights Act (1971).15 

The case came for trial before 
Judge Gordon McRae of Crow Wing 
County district court in December 
1972, with more testimony given in 
May 1973. It was a battle of expert 
witnesses, the key one being George 
Waldbott of Michigan, who was mak-
ing a second career of testifying that 
fluoride caused cancer and countless 
other bodily catastrophes. On August 
30, 1973, Judge McRae dismissed all 
MOFF’s factual claims and legal argu-
ments. MOFF did not appeal.16

The State of Minnesota moved 
next, in April 1974, by seeking a 
writ of mandamus against the city’s 
mayor, city council members, and 
officers of Brainerd Power and Light. 
A writ of mandamus is a rarely 
used court order directing a public 
official to carry out a specific duty. 
What defenses could the Brainerd 
officials have? At this moment, a 
new figure— another brash young 

Winston Borden, 1975.Rudy Perpich, 1963. 
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lawyer— appeared on the scene, one 
who would, along with Irene Johnson, 
dominate the controversy for another 
10 years or more.

John Remington Graham had 
been born and raised in Brainerd and 
been a top wrestler and musician in 
high school. He majored in philoso-
phy at the University of Minnesota, 
whose law school he also attended. 
After graduation, he maintained a 
private practice in Minneapolis. In the 
early 1970s Graham helped found the 
Midwest School of Law, a predecessor 
of Mitchell Hamline School of Law in 
St. Paul. Brainerd mayor Tom O’Brien 
was a longtime family friend of Gra-
ham’s, so when O’Brien called for help 
defending the city against the writ of 
mandamus, Graham said yes.17

Brainerd’s legal predicament was 
dire. The conventional defense— 
public officials need not comply with 
an unconstitutional statute— seemed 
to be gone, already decided in the 
MOFF case. But the man and the hour 
had met. Graham abounded in legal 
imagination, and the case soon took a 
turn no one could have predicted.

In college, Graham, a Civil War 
enthusiast, had imbibed the con-
stitutional nullification theories of 
South Carolina’s John C. Calhoun 
(1782–1850), which, as we will see, 

provided Graham with a novel strat-
egy. He persuaded Brainerd’s city 
council to hold another referendum, 
which took place on July 3, 1974. This 
one presented the voters with two 
yes- or- no questions: Should Brainerd 
fluoridate its water? Should it appoint 
a Convention of the People, consist-
ing of the mayor and city council, to 
declare invalid Minnesota Statute 
145.45? The Convention of the People 
was Graham’s adaptation of a Cal-
hounian concept.

The vote resulted in a resounding 
No on the first question (1,863–199) 
and Yes on the second (1,697–325). 
The Convention of the People met two 
days after the referendum was held 
and declared Minnesota’s fluorida-
tion statute invalid in Brainerd. Said 
Mayor O’Brien, “The issue today is 
liberty, not fluoride. I disagree thor-
oughly with letting the elite tell us 
what to do.”18

Graham then laid out his plan for 
Brainerd’s legal defenses. Minnesota’s 
fluoridation statute was unconstitu-

tional for the same reasons offered in 
the MOFF case: The US Constitution 
forbids government to take “life, lib-
erty, or property, without due process 
of law,” and state- mandated fluoride 
in drinking water kills people. Brain-
erd’s Convention of the People had 
nullified the fluoridation statute so 
far as Brainerd was concerned. This 
is where John C. Calhoun’s theory of 
nullification came in. The people, the 
source of all political authority, are 
sovereign. The people had created 

their state governments. There-
fore, as historian William Freehling 
phrased it, “The people, in unlimited 
constitution- making convention 
assembled, had the right to transfer 
their state’s consent to be governed to 
another limited agency.”19

Graham took this a giant leap 
further: the people of Brainerd, 
in convention assembled, had the 
right to withdraw their consent to 
be governed by the State of Minne-
sota on this particular issue. This 
way of thinking was reflected in the 

“The issue today is liberty, not fluoride.  
I disagree thoroughly with letting  

the elite tell us what to do.”

A bumper sticker from Brainerd's anti-fluoridation citizen's group, whose name was shortened to MOFF. 
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title, the Convention of the People, 
and the language of the resolution: 
“And therefore this Convention doth 
explicitly and peremptorily declare 
by the sovereign power of our society 
which no climate, no time, no con-
stitution, and no contact can ever 
destroy, that Minnesota’s fluoridation 
statute was void in Brainerd.” This 
was the theory Graham argued to the 

court. On the face of it, his theory 
looks nutty.20

But it wasn’t— a little extraterres-
trial by conventional legal standards, 
yes, but calculated. Because of the 
MOFF case, the next court to hear the 
case could have declared the issues 
res judicata, that is, already decided. 
But Brainerd’s strategy all along was 
to delay, then hope for changes in 

circumstance somewhere— in public 
opinion, in scientific findings, in the 
legislature. Time could be bought 
only by keeping the case alive, and 
to do so required distinguishing this 
case from the MOFF case. Adding a 
new issue— nullification— was one 
way to try to do that. Delay.

The next legal round came to 
Crow Wing County district court 
judge James Preece of Bemidji, in 
the fall of 1974. On December 5 he 
dismissed— as Judge McRae had 
done— all of Brainerd’s arguments 
and issued the writ of mandamus: the 
city council must obey the law. Brain-
erd’s city officials now faced fines and 
even jail if they failed to implement 
fluoridation. But lawyer Graham 
bought time— more than a year, as it 
turned out— by appealing to the Min-
nesota Supreme Court.

On March 26, 1976, the Minne-
sota Supreme Court rejected all of 
Brainerd’s defenses: “The Minnesota 
Legislature has determined that the 
health, welfare, and safety of the pub-
lic is best served by providing fluoride 
through the public drinking water. 
While we have great respect for the 
strong and sincerely held opinion of 
many of the citizens of Brainerd, . . . 

John Remington "Jack" Graham.

MOFF leader Irene Johnson poses with attorney Jack Graham at a Brainerd fountain, 1977.
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it is not this court’s function, absent 
a clear violation of constitutional 
rights, to reconsider the wisdom or 
necessity of a legislative decision.” 
The opinion did not mention nullifi-
cation. When the US Supreme Court 
declined to hear the case on October 4 
of that year, Brainerd had exhausted 
its legal remedies. The fluoride soon 
must flow, or so it seemed.21

But two months later Graham 
returned to court, seeking to reopen 
the case based on “newly discovered 
evidence.” Judge Preece, perhaps 
surprised to be back on the case, held 
a hearing in Brainerd on December 
9, 1976. The following March, he 
rejected the city’s request to reopen 
the case: the “new evidence” wasn’t 
new at all— it was the same evidence, 
by the same antifluoridation pro-
ponents, that had been touted since 
the early 1950s. The City of Brainerd 
appealed this decision. The case 
was headed back to the Minnesota 
Supreme Court when the Minnesota 
Legislature stepped in.22

Perpich steps in
The day before Judge Preece’s deci-
sion, Brainerd mayor (and former 
Minnesota governor) C. Elmer 
Anderson received a letter from now- 
governor Rudy Perpich, who wrote: 
“I will support legislation changing 
the fluoridation law under the fol-
lowing condition: A municipality 
must fluoridate its water supply until 
a referendum is held and the public 
votes against fluoridation.” This was 
an astounding turnabout from the 
dentist who had sponsored the 1967 
mandatory fluoridation statute. If 
Perpich’s position prevailed, the way 
was clear for Brainerd’s antifluoride 
forces to turn their six- plus years of 
delay into victory.23

But Perpich did not carry the day. 
During the end- of- legislative- session 
scrum, Brainerd’s representatives 

in St. Paul, Winston Borden (elected 
to the senate at age 27 in 1970, 14 
months after his misguided presen-
tation to the Brainerd City Council) 
and Representative Don Samuelson, 
succeeded only in passing a measure 
giving Brainerd a two- year mora-
torium on treating its water. This 

bought Brainerd time until July 1, 
1979. Meanwhile, a governor’s com-
mission would study the safety issue. 
Though this fell short of total victory, 
it was a remarkable turn of events, 
possible only because of the delays 
engineered in the courts by John Gra-
ham: Brainerd’s lawyers and expert 
witnesses had made their case to 
Judge McRae, and lost; then to Judge 
Preece, and lost; been reviewed by 
the Minnesota Supreme Court, and 
lost; and gone back to Judge Preece, 
and lost again. And yet they still had 
not lost.24

The governor’s commission 
reviewed thousands of pages of data 
and took two days of testimony in 
October 1977. Dr. Waldbott was back, 
along with anti- fluoridation’s other 
national star witnesses, Dr. John Yia-
mouyiannis and Dr. Dean Burk, who 
insisted that fluoride was respon-

sible for tens of thousands of cancer 
deaths. And just as almost every court 
around the country had done, the 
governor’s commission rejected such 
testimony in favor of mainstream 
science: “the Commission finds that 
the claims that fluoride is allergenic, 
mutagenic, or carcinogenic are not 
supported by the preponderance of 
available scientific data.” Another 
defeat for Brainerd’s forces of fluoride 
resistance. But Brainerd still had 18 
months before Judge Preece’s stay of 
the writ of mandamus would expire 
on July 1, 1979.25

Crow Wing County Courthouse, site of multiple skirmishes in the fluoride battle. 

“The Commission finds that the claims that 
fluoride is allergenic, mutagenic, or carcinogenic 

are not supported by the preponderance of 
available scientific data.”
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In the spring of 1979, Graham 
filed yet another lawsuit, this time 
in Minnesota’s federal district court. 
Normally questions of state law 
must be heard in state courts. Fed-
eral courts may get involved only in 
circumstances set by Congress, one 
of them being when a “substantial 
federal question,” such as a violation 
of the US Constitution, or an Act of 
Congress, is presented. In this case, 
the imaginative Graham chose the 
Civil Rights Act of 1871 as the federal 
statute that would get his case into 
federal court. 

Section 1983 of that act provides 
in relevant part: “Every person who, 
under color of any statute . . . subjects 
. . . any citizen of the United States 
. . . to the deprivation of any rights, 
privileges, or immunities secured by 
the Constitution and laws . . . shall be 
liable to the party injured in an action 
at law, suit in equity, or other proper 
proceeding for redress.”

It is not hard to see what Graham 
was getting at by invoking the Civil 
Rights Act, passed to protect the 
rights of enslaved people emanci-
pated by the Civil War; namely, that 
Governor Al Quie (who succeeded 
Perpich in 1979) and other Minnesota 
officials, under color of state law, 
were acting to deprive the people 
of Brainerd of their rights to life by 
demanding that a lethal chemical be 
added to their water.26

The case came before federal 
district court judge Donald Alsop 
on June 15, 1979. Alsop, a native of 
Duluth and graduate of the Univer-
sity of Minnesota Law School, was a 
Republican appointed to the bench 
by Richard Nixon in 1974. His clear, 
concise (10- page) summary of the 
case concluded, “It is simply too late 
for the plaintiffs to now attempt 
to litigate their claims through the 
federal court system. Plaintiffs have 
exhausted their appeals without 
success and have no cause of action 

to review those decisions under the 
Civil Rights Act.” Alsop dismissed 
the lawsuit on June 28, 1979, three 
days before the July 1 deadline. Now, 
nine and one- half years after the 
original fluoridation deadline of Jan-
uary 1, 1970, Brainerd’s time REALLY 
seemed to be running out. Graham 
called Alsop’s ruling “hypertechnical 
gobbledygook.”27 

When the Brainerd City Council 
met on July 2, it is probably safe to 
say that tensions ran high. City Attor-
ney Dwane Larson told the council 
members that their options had been 
narrowed to two: authorize fluorida-
tion or face contempt of court— daily 
fines of $250 and possible jail time. 
Jack Graham urged them not to give 
in, saying that another lawsuit was 
possible and no court would hold 
them in contempt while they pursued 
legal action. He also told the council 
that, in his view, health commissioner 
Dr. George Pettersen was guilty of 
medical malpractice and genocide for 
pursuing fluoridation. The council 
then voted 5–2 against fluoridation. 
City Attorney Larson informed the 
five that, in the event of a contempt 

citation, he would not represent them 
in court, nor would Brainerd pay their 
fines. They were on their own. The 
table had been set for a climax.28

State health commissioner Pet-
tersen waited a week, then moved on 
August 9 to have Brainerd’s mayor, 
the five city council resisters, and the 
administrators of its power and light 
authority held in contempt. Judge 
Preece, perhaps in an act of self- 
mercy, recused himself from the case. 
The Minnesota Supreme Court then 
appointed Ramsey County district 
judge Harold Schultz, a down- to- 
earth, lifelong St. Paul East Sider (his 
father had worked as a watchman 
in a foundry), to take over. Schultz 
had served in the navy during World 
War II, including at Omaha Beach on 
D- Day. He had also served in the Min-
nesota Senate from 1951 to 1963, when 
Governor Karl Rolvaag appointed him 
as a judge.29

On October 12, 1979, Judge Schultz 
drove to Brainerd for a public hear-
ing. He introduced himself to the 
defendants and the large public 
that was gathered in the Crow Wing 
County Courthouse as a veteran judge 
of 16 years, who, from his years in the 

Brainerd mayor (and former Minnesota  
governor) C. Elmer Anderson, ca. 1960. 

State senator Don Samuelson.
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legislature, knew Mayor Anderson 
well. Schultz told his audience that 
he liked Brainerd and knew it well; 
two of his grandchildren lived there. 
After the four lawyers involved in the 
case spoke, Schultz got to the point. 
The five resisters had no legal basis 
to continue holding out. He gave 
them until noon on October 19 to take 
the appropriate action or face the 
consequences.30

The city council met on the morn-
ing of October 19. Mayor Anderson 
urged the members to “face reality.” 
City Attorney Larson told them it was 
their duty to obey the law. They dis-
agreed. As the Brainerd Daily Dispatch 
reported, “The council’s decision not 
to act on the fluoridation matter was 
greeted with enthusiasm by members 
of Minnesotans Opposed to Forced 
Fluoridation who filled the council 
chambers last night. They expressed 
their satisfaction with a chorus of 
‘My Country Tis of Thee.’” Reached by 
telephone in St. Paul, Judge Schultz 
told a Daily Dispatch reporter that 
he was appalled. “There is no valid 
ground by which they can defy this 

court order.” He ordered the five 
resisters to appear before him on 
October 23.31 

On that day, the Brainerd court-
room was filled to overflowing. 
Graham made a passionate attempt 
to expand beyond any recognized 
precedent the bounds of defense for 
a public official on trial for contempt 
of court. There was a higher law 
than the statutes of Minnesota, he 
explained: the safety of the people. 
Obeying that higher law, the council 
members could not justly be held 
in contempt. What’s more, Graham 

argued, the United Nations Charter 
forbade genocide, and fluoridation— 
poison in drinking water— equaled 
genocide. The third defense he gave 
was “full faith and credit,” based on 
Article IV of the US Constitution, 
which requires every state to honor 
the laws and judicial decrees of 
other states. A judge in Pittsburgh 

had ruled that fluoridation was dan-
gerous. The council members, said 
Graham, owed full faith and credit to 
the courts of Allegheny County, Penn-
sylvania. This amounted to taking a 
county court decision in a single case 
in western Pennsylvania and impos-
ing it on an entirely unrelated case 
in Minnesota, a uniquely Grahamian 
expansion of the doctrine. Schultz 
listened with interest to Graham’s 
extraordinary speech, then gave the 
five council members their turns to 
speak. Their common theme: we are 
representing our constituents.

Judge Schultz found all five— 
Mary Koep, Mildred Michaelis, Don 
O’Brien, James Wallin, and James 
Brown— in contempt of court and 
fined each $250 for every day they 
failed to act to implement fluori-
dation. He also ordered them to 
appear in his courtroom in St. Paul 
the next day. The following morning, 
Michaelis, the city council president, 
telephoned Schultz to capitulate on 
behalf of the five council members, 
leading the judge to rescind his order 
that they appear in St. Paul.32

As a special council meeting 
convened at 1 pm, feelings of defi-
ance and resignation competed for 
domination. All five of the resisting 
council members spoke against state- 
mandated fluoridation. “The people 
of Brainerd,” proclaimed Michaelis, 
“do not feel they are in violation of a 
law. They are challenging a bad law.” 
Ben Schultes, a leader in the antifluo-
ride fight, told the group, “We’ll never 
give up. We’ll continue to fight until 
we get back our freedom of choice.” 
A Father Larkin, “speaking in a slow 
but firm voice, decried the loss of 
freedom . . . and said he wanted to 
warn ‘that cavity conscious crew in 
the capitol . . . that man doth not live 
by tooth alone.’” But rebelliousness 
gave way to reality, and the council 
voted 6- 0 to implement fluoridation. 
MOFF’s Irene Johnson responded, “If 
they think this town is going to return 
to normal, they are mistaken. It is 
going to be torn asunder.”33

Last gasp of resistance
It took weeks for Brainerd’s city 
workers to acquire and prepare the 
necessary equipment; the devices 
in place back in 1972 had become 
obsolete. The date so long dreaded by 
many and hoped for by some arrived 
at last on February 7, 1980. Sodium 
fluoride at a concentration of approx-
imately one part per million flowed 

Judge Harold Schultz.

“The people of Brainerd do not feel they 
are in violation of a law. They are  

challenging a bad law.”
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into Brainerd’s city water supply, and 
a witness shouted, “That’s not fluo-
ride, that’s cyanide!” Brainerd’s long 
resistance to water fluoridation was 
over. Except for one thing: it wasn’t 
over. 

In 1983 the antis went back to 
the Minnesota Legislature and won 
another surprising victory. With 
Don Samuelson— now in the sen-
ate seat formerly held by Winston 
Borden— leading the way, Governor 
Perpich (returned to office in 1983) 
signed a bill authorizing Brainerd to 
propose an “alternate dental health 
plan.” If the commissioner of health, 
“in consultation with the governor,” 
approved the plan, Brainerd would be 
exempt from the statewide fluorida-
tion requirement.34

The phrase “in consultation with 
the governor” must have looked good 
to the antis; if Perpich would have 
abided by a no- fluoridation referen-
dum in 1979, surely he would approve 
a compromise plan in 1983.

On November 8, 1983, the 
Brainerd City Council approved its 
“alternate dental plan.” The city 
would provide fluoride pills for all 
pregnant women and for every child 
in the city schools under age 12, put-
ting responsibility for the prevention 
of children’s cavities on the shoulders 
of parents. The city also pledged to 
put up a public tap of fluoridated 
water. The plan then went to state 
health commissioner Mary Ashton.35 

Ashton appointed a panel of 
five— all dentists, with the exception 
of US Surgeon General C. Everett 
Koop— to evaluate Brainerd’s plan. 
On April 24, 1984, Ashton reported 
to Governor Perpich that the panel 
had unanimously disapproved of the 
plan, and that she concurred. The rea-
sons were practical: studies showed 
that people could not be relied on 

to make their children take fluoride 
pills consistently and Brainerd’s plan 
included only schoolchildren, leaving 
out children under age five. Commis-
sioner Ashton reported her findings 
to Brainerd City Council president 
Mildred Michaelis on May 10.36 

It will come as no surprise that the 
response from Brainerd was another 
lawsuit. In July 1984, John Remington 
Graham, representing Irene Johnson, 
sued to enjoin Commissioner Ash-
ton from enforcing the fluoridation 
law. This lawsuit, brought in Crow 
Wing County district court, ended up 
being heard in Minneapolis because 
nothing in this controversy could be 
straightforward.37

The case was assigned to Judge 
Clinton Wyant, but on the morn-
ing of the hearing— September 17, 
1984— Wyant recused himself. The 
Minnesota Supreme Court then 

assigned it to Ramsey County district 
court judge Otis Godfrey. Graham 
filed an affidavit of prejudice, knock-
ing Godfrey out of the case. And so, 
one month later, on October 19, the 
case made its way across the river 
to Hennepin County judge Patrick 
Fitzgerald. Richard A. Wexler, an 
assistant attorney general who had 
appeared in every one of the six 
Brainerd proceedings, locked horns 
with Graham once again. 

Most people would quickly lose 
interest trying to understand the 
legal theories that Graham advanced 
on behalf of Johnson that day. Judge 
Fitzgerald’s memorandum gives the 
impression of a man straining to 
keep his patience: “This Court can-
not conceive of any legal theory”; 
“This argument by plaintiff is fatally 
flawed”; “To use this principle . . . is a 
logical and legal non sequitur”; “This 

Another ad taken out by MOFF in the Brainerd  
Daily Dispatch, May 11, 1980.
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Court is aware of no authority for 
such a novel proposition.”38 

Fitzgerald dismissed John-
son’s lawsuit on January 2, 1985, 15 
years and one day after Brainerd’s 
original fluoridation deadline. 
Incredibly, 33 years had elapsed since 
the Brainerd City Council had— so 
innocently— announced its intention 
to implement fluoridation. But now 
the struggle had really, truly come 
to an end. “We live in a police state,” 
responded Irene Johnson.

On July 5, 1974, the Minneapolis 
Tribune published a panel by its star 
cartoonist, Richard Guindon, featur-
ing Karl Marx and Vladimir Lenin. 
The wild- haired Marx sits with a mass 
of his writings, stroking his volumi-
nous beard. Lenin stands, looking 

down at an open page. “If I under-
stand you correctly, Karl,” he says, 
“the whole idea is to get Brainerd’s 
water supply fluoridated?”39

The cartoon is funny, and probably 
does capture the general public’s view 
of resistance to fluoridation around 
the country— an obsession of cranks. 
But it gets Brainerd wrong. Though 
the struggle sometimes did reach for 
extreme claims, Communist conspir-
acy was rarely one of them. 

Let us look to the words of Brain-
erd’s most effective antifluoridation 
organizer, Irene Johnson. In 1971, she 
wrote a long letter to her “cousin Jim,” 
a dentist, explaining her position: 
“[W]e believe compelling water fluo-
ridation by law is in violation of our 
personal freedom of choice as pro-
vided for in the US Constitution. We 
know tooth decay is not contagious 

and that our toothaches will not hurt 
anyone else. . . . We do not know the 
long term effects of drinking fluori-
dated water. . . . We just don’t think 
medication . . . should be forced into 
our drinking water at our expense 
and in uncontrolled dosage.” This 
letter was typed, with a handwritten 
postscript: “I’m not a John Bircher— if 
that’s what you’re wondering. Just for 
the record, I oppose them also.”40

One of fluoridation’s firmest 
Brainerd advocates, dentist Robert 
Uppgaard, agreed with Johnson’s 
central point. In 1982, he wrote 
this assessment to Governor Quie: 
“The anti’s main theme is not 
fluoridation— it is ‘big brother’— big 
government telling them what they 
must do.”41 
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